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Directions: 

1. Fold the 4 ¼” x 11” piece of Very Vanilla CS in half, with a bone folder, creating a 4 ¼” x 5 ½” card base.  Set aside for 

a moment. 

2. Stick the 2” x 5” piece of Holiday Cheer DP to the top of the 3 ⅞” x 5 ⅛” piece of Cherry Cobbler CS, leaving equal 

borders on the left, top and right hand sides, using double sided adhesive. 

3. Stick the 2 ½” x 5” piece of December 25 DP to the bottom of the 3 ⅞” x 5 ⅛” piece of Cherry Cobbler CS, leaving 

equal borders on the left, bottom and right hand sides, using double sided adhesive. 

4. Lay the 6” piece of Burgundy ⅝” Velvet ribbon over the 3 ⅞” x 5 ⅛” piece of Cherry Cobbler CS, covering the seam of 

the two patterns of DP.  Wrap the ends of the ribbon around to the back of the CS and stick them down, using 

double sided adhesive. 

5. Center and stick the 3 ⅞” x 5 ⅛” piece of Cherry Cobbler CS to the card base, using Stampin’ Dimensionals. 

6. Stamp the greeting onto a scrap piece of Very Vanilla CS, using Early Espresso Classic ink. 

7. Lay the third smallest die from the Labels Eighteen Collection over the greeting, centering the greeting.  Hold the die 

in place with a piece of Matte Removable Tape and run this through the Grand Calibur, die cutting and embossing 

the label. 

8. Die cut and emboss a label from a scrap piece of Cherry Cobbler CS, using the fourth smallest die from the Labels 

Eighteen Collection and the Grand Calibur. 

9. Stick the greeting label to a scrap piece of Java CS, using double sided adhesive. 

10. Cut around the greeting label, leaving a narrow Java CS border, using paper snips. 

11. Center and stick the matted greeting label to the Cherry Cobbler CS label, using Stampin’ Dimensionals. 

Silent Night 

 
Supplies: 

 Stamps: Happiest of Holidays (papertrey ink) 

 Ink: Early Espresso Classic ink (Stampin’ Up!) 

 Paper: Very Vanilla CS, Cherry Cobbler CS (Stampin’ Up!);  
Java CS (Bazzill); Handmade Holiday Collection 6” x 6” pad 
(Simple Stories) 

 Accessories: bone folder, Stampin’ Dimensionals, paper 
snips, mini glue dots, Regals Designer buttons (Stampin’ 
Up!); Tape Runner XL (thermo-web); Burgundy ⅝” Velvet 
ribbon (Maya Road); Labels Eighteen Nestabilities dies, 
Grand Calibur (Spellbinders) 

 

Dimensions: 

 Very Vanilla CS: a 4 ¼” x 11” piece and a scrap piece 

 Java CS: a scrap piece 

 Cherry Cobbler CS: a 3 ⅞” x 5 ⅛” piece and a scrap piece 

 Holiday Cheer DP: a 2” x 5” piece 

 December 25 DP: a 2 ½” x 5” piece 

 Burgundy ⅝” Velvet ribbon: a 6” piece 

 2 buttons 
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12. Stick the matted greeting label to the card, directly over the ribbon, using Stampin’ Dimensionals. 

13. Stick two Cherry Cobbler Designer buttons to the card, one on each side of the greeting label, directly over the 

ribbon, using mini glue dots.  You’re done! 


